
 

Quality and Scheme coordinator (24 – 38 h/w) 
 
Do you want to work with one of the global players in the field of feed and safety?  
Do you like to work in a relatively small, engaged team of professionals and want to play a key 
role in the development of GMP+ International?   
Do you want to contribute to the improvement of the world’s leading feed safety standards?  
Yes? We look forward to receiving your resume! 
 
We believe everybody, no matter who they are or where they live, should have access to safe 
food. Therefore, every company in the feed chain should be committed to produce safe feed, 
so that safe food can be delivered in every household.  
At GMP+ International we deploy a certification scheme, (with over 14,000 participating 
companies in more than 70 countries) that facilitates companies to contribute to safe feed. We 
continuously improve our scheme together with our stakeholders and we provide our 
community valuable information regarding feed safety assurance. All colleagues deliver in their 
role an important contribution in building our dream. The role of Quality and Scheme 
coordinator (24 -38 h/w) is now vacant 
 
Role and Responsibilities 
 
Market focus 
We are looking for someone with an external focus, who will play a central role (or grows 
towards it) for GMP+ on accreditation, ISO topics and the development of the scheme in an 
international context. These topics are vital for GMP+ because changes have impact on 
companies, certification bodies and the scheme itself. And since this environment is very 
versatile, we need to be on top of it all and take the lead in discussions.  
 
Together 
You have an important role to translate these developments to GMP+’s core business and take 
the lead with the colleagues to prepare anticipating suggestions, decide on the direction and 
implement the changes.  
 
Thought leadership 
In our business, this person will be seen as the expert on these matters. This requires not only 
knowledge and conceptual insights, but also network competencies (international). In your role 
it’s essential that you initiate the contact with accreditation bodies, certification bodies, other 
schemes and participate in several committees. 
 
 
 
 



Pragmatic 
Essential for the success for our scheme is that our companies can work with it in daily practice. 
Good contact with our market is essential in translating ‘demands’  into a workable scheme 
which can be used worldwide. 
 
Knowledge and Skills 
We are looking for a team player. Someone who likes to operate in a team of experts who 
together strive to get the work done and set results. But also can translate technical topics in 
day to day use for our certified companies and the certification bodies. Therefore it’s important 
that you are communicative, show initiative and can be convincing in a leading role. 
 
- Your education Level is BA/MA. Preferably with a specialisation in Quality Management 

and/or Agriculture (feed and food) 
- You have education/training/experience in quality management and auditing  
- Preferably we would like you to have 

o Knowledge of schemes like ISO 17021/ISO 22003, HACCP and accreditation 
o Good knowledge of the GMP+ International organization, its products and processes 

- You have good verbal and written skills in English, and preferable any other European 
language 

 
We offer 
An employment of 32 to 38 hours per week with an appropriate compensation package. An 
informal, collegial work environment and the freedom to contribute your ideas to the 
developments within GMP+ International.  
 

To apply or request more information, please contact HR Advisor, 

Petra Lazeroms at petra.lazeroms@gmpplus.org 
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